The mathematical parallels between electrostatics and laminar fluid flow are exploited to develop a set of exercises that allow introductory physics students to discover Gauss's Law. The primary fluid experiment involves investigating the continuity equation in two dimensions by examining the flow between two closely spaced plates. Extrapolation of the resulting two-dimensional velocity field to three dimensions reveals a radial dependence to the velocity field that is analogous to Coulomb's Law. This analogy allows the student to predict an electric version of the continuity equation that is Gauss's Law.
Introduction
It is not surprising that most introductory physics students have conceptual and mathematical difficulty with Gauss's Law. This law draws a connection between a property of matter, charge, which cannot be directly sensed, and the electric field, a complicated mathematical abstraction based on electric force. Moreover, this relationship depends on mathematical tools such as surface and volume integrals, vector differential area, and vector functions of three-dimensional space, most of which are concepts well beyond the mathematical preparation of these students. Many instructors of introductory physics have questioned the utility of teaching Gauss's Law in view of the considerable amount of time necessary to communicate the technique to even the top third of a typical class.
Fluid concepts have long been used as an analogy for explanation of Gauss's Law as well as other topics in electricity and magnetism; even the term electric flux reveals this connection. Popular introductory texts exploit this analogy for a conceptual and etymological understanding of flux, but then rely on the notion of field lines to define flux, or define it more abstractly as a mathematical expression Successful use of fluid analogies in general rests on the unproven assumption that the student has already developed suitable intuition for relevant concepts such as pressure, fluid velocity, flow rate, and viscous resistance. For nearly a decade at Grinnell College, we have taught a discovery-based version of our introductory course, modeled after Priscilla Laws's Workshop-Physics, 7 in which we implement a two-week laboratorybased section on fluids designed specifically as a warm-up for topics in electricity and magnetism. We provide laboratory exercises that allow students to discover many basic principles of fluid dynamics: continuity, the Bernoulli principle, and viscous drag. We then use these freely as analogies for electrical concepts, such as Ohm's Law.
In this paper, I detail the process we use to allow students to discover Gauss's law. The key elements are application of the principle of continuity in multiple dimensions, discovery of the Coulomb Law, and the applicability of superposition for both velocity and electric fields. Then students can identify the mathematical similarity of the two problems, and produce Gauss's Law as an electric field version of the principle of continuity.
eliminating an integral expression for the fluid flux, we are making the assumption that flow is laminar and viscosity negligible so that fluid velocity is essentially constant over a given pipe cross-section.
At this point, we challenge students to consider theoretically flow in an essentially twodimensional system. We imagine a source of fluid at the center of a thin slab, or gap between two plates. Fluid may flow in any direction in the horizontal plane, but is confined to a uniformly thin region vertically. Students can easily draw an arrow diagram representing the velocity of the fluid at any point within the plane, a very concrete introduction to the notion of a vector field. They also require little prodding to realize the velocity decreases as a function of distance from the fluid source at the center.
Theoretical prediction of this velocity field demands identification of the relevant crosssectional area, which proves to be the most challenging step for most students. Once this area is identified as A^= 2prt where r is the distance from the center and t is the gap between the two plates, students correctly predict the 1 r dependence of the velocity field.
To solidify the physical intuition and to confirm the theoretical prediction, students perform the following experiment. The apparatus consists of two clear acrylic plates spaced by roughly half a millimeter, with fluid fed in through a connection at the center (see figure 1) . To observe the motion of the fluid, a dye marker is injected into the fluid stream in the supply tubing just above the connection to the plate. Rather than trying to measure velocity of the fluid directly, we place radial distance marks on the plate, and measure the crossing times of the leading surface of the dye marker, and from this data infer the velocity of the fluid. The observation can be done in real-time, or video taped for easier timing (see sequential photos in figure 2 ). The qualitative feature of the decrease in velocity as a function of distance is strikingly obvious, and for the well adjusted apparatus, the agreement with the predicted 1 r dependence can be quite satisfying. Data from a recently performed measurement are graphed in figure 3 ; the included power law fit gave an exponent of -.89 for the radial dependence. Our most recent set of student data, from nine independent groups, gave exponent values ranging from -.86 to -1.67, with an average of -1.16, for the radial dependence. This experiment is then followed promptly with the theoretical exercise (either in class or as homework) of applying the same analysis technique to a fluid source allowed to expand outward uniformly in three dimensions. Given a constant flow f, the resulting velocity field is quickly found as
Coulomb's Law
There are a variety of techniques that have been used to discover or introduce Coulomb's Law. One can use a commercial apparatus 8 , or measure more directly with an electronic balance 9 . At Grinnell, we use a technique roughly like that described by Wiley and Stutzman 10 , in which the magnitude of the electric force on a charged pith ball is inferred from the deflection of the ball's support string. The force on the pith ball, which we place near a like-charged metal sphere, can then be found in terms of the weight of the pith ball through the deflection angle. To minimize the importance of discharging effects, we videotape the experiment; the entire process can be then be recorded in a few seconds, and analyzed at leisure. Using a digitized video, we make frame-by-frame measurements of deflection angle versus distance between the pith ball and the sphere.
Our choice is to actually measure that distance and the angle with rulers and protractors, using washable markers on the computer screens, although software is readily available to take such data in a more automated way. We then use a spreadsheet program to convert this data to a graph of force versus distance, and use a power law fit to extract the exponent in Coulomb's law. Typical instructor data gives the exponent accurate to about 10%; typical student data is less reliable, but will still convincingly give the correct value to the nearest integer. Students are then given the more traditional expression for
and are told the constant e o accounts for the strength of the force and adjusts appropriately for SI units.
Making the Connection
In succeeding classes, students develop the concept of the electric field. We make use of ust also exist for electric fields. Given the analogous quantities above, students easily find this electric continuity principle as Gauss's law, which they write in the form †
Value of the Fluid Approach
A learning situation in which the student is able to discover Gauss's law is definitely satisfying for both student and instructor. However, there are additional advantages to this approach that arise as students begin to solidify their understanding of Gauss's law and how to apply it to practical situations. Questions that typically arise have answers Moreover, the use of the continuity principle to find fluid velocities gives students practice with many of the skills necessary for application of Gauss's law: use of symmetry, identifying appropriate cases, and creation of imaginary surfaces to allow the calculation of field values.
Conclusion
Fluids have long been used as an analogy for the explanation of Gauss's Law to beginning physics students. We have extended this technique by designing a set of experimental exercises that lead into discussion of Gauss's Law. This allows students to "discover" Gauss's Law themselves, and guarantees that all students have had some exposure to experiments involving fluids. It also gives the instructor a more reliable set of analogies to use in explanation of applications of Gauss's Law. 
